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NYONE WHO takes an interest in horses which

are bred to be stayers will be well aware of the

significance and importance of the Zetland Stakes

at Newmarket. 

The race is a Group 3 event for two-year-olds and it is

run each October on the Rowley Mile course at Newmarket

over the maximum distance for juveniles, one and a quarter

miles. The race had formerly held Listed status, but at their

meeting in January 2019 the European Pattern Committee

approved the upgrading of the event to Group 3.

The race is now run as part of the Dubai Future

Champions Festival, a card which also includes the Group 1

Dewhurst Stakes.

It is a race in which Johnston Racing has enjoyed

conspicuous success over the years. In 1993, it was won by

a certain Double Trigger, having just his second career start

having run away with a Redcar maiden by 10 lengths a

month previously. This was the first of Double Trigger’s

remarkable 13 wins at Pattern level.

A year later, the Zetland Stakes fell to the great horse’s

younger brother, Double Eclipse, again on that horse’s

second career start after a debut maiden success.

HREE years later, in 1997, John Carroll partnered

Ron Huggins’s Trigger Happy to success in the

Zetland (second time out again, but first win) with

Paul Dean’s St Helensfield

finishing third.

Some years passed before the

yard was to celebrate a fourth win

in the race, but when it came it was

landed in good style by Sheikh

Hamdan bin Mohammed’s Empire

Day, a four-length winner of the

2006 renewal.

The yard’s fifth Zetland victor,

Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s

Hartnell, broke the mould

somewhat in landing the 2013

renewal of the race; the Authorized

colt was having his sixth start,

having already won twice at Ffos

Las and Doncaster, both over a

mile.

Leaving aside Johnston Racing’s

winners, the Zetland has been won

by some formidable horses over the

years; older readers might recall

the likes of Rock Hopper and the

Leger winners, Bob’s Return and

Silver Patriarch, while in recent

years the Queen’s Vase, Grand Prix

de Paris and St Leger winner, Kew Gardens, won the

Zetland Stakes in 2017. 

Last year’s winner, Lone Eagle, was the runner-up in this

year’s Irish Derby. Just for good measure, our own Derby

runner-up, Dee Ex Bee, filled the runners-up berth behind

Kew Gardens in 2017.

NTRIES close for this year’s Zetland Stakes on

October 5, so it’s not possible to say for sure

which horses will contest the race; however, it’s

likely Mark and Charlie will try to find a challenger or two

from the Kingsley Park juvenile team, and a horse who

might fit the bill is Five Stars, Markus Graff’s Sea The

Stars filly who is unbeaten in her two runs to date.

As the history of the race shows, the Zetland often throws

up horses which make into excellent stayers. This year’s

renewal will no doubt be well worth watching.

LOOKING AHEAD TO . . . 
The Zetland Stakes

WHERE? Newmarket

WHEN? October 9
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Hartnell and Joe Fanning, Zetland Stakes winners in 2013
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